The Bankers & The Corporations

I don’t like to be the harvester of bad news.
But I feel that I should warn you.
That while we are in this political election process
You are possibly under the misapprehension that the main
political parties & their masters are actually listening to you.
All they are doing is trying to get re elected so they can carry on
with their life of criminal manipulation. And it’s you they are manipulating.
When the media says to you that some of the things which happen are crazy conspiracy
theories. In a way they are right because yes, they are crazy, they are theories & they are a
conspiracy.
But I’m sorry to have to tell you that the conspiracy is bigger & more internationally
connected that anyone could imagine.
If you could change your thinking around a bit please consider these as possibilities;
















Austerity is a plan created to impoverish the population of the United Kingdom.
The Bankers in the City of London control the UK & the World Economy & they are
rich beyond belief.
The Infrastructure Act has completely changed the social/economic structure of the
UK
You are never going to benefit from the UK economy unless you Step Up en Mass.
That demonstrations may be made illegal after May 2015
Free speech on the internet will soon be a thing of the past after May 2015.
That the London Media uses war fear to make people vote for The Safe Party.
There is no difference between the main stream political parties. They all work for the
Criminal Bankers.
That the media uses false videos to change political situations & public perceptions.
Corporate Law has already been implemented in the UK legal system, you will never
win a case against a Corporation that steals your money or your house.
All the Civil Servants & Public Servants are now Banker Slaves.
The Corporations want you poor & cheap.
The Corporations want to get rid of the affluent middle class & just have the rich &
the poor workers.
The evolution of humanity & the world economy is being controlled by psychopaths.
This is not necessarily a bad thing because materialism is a false God & we can
reorganise to work around the new situation.
There is hope for the future but we have to be strong.
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